Seva School - Homework
nd

Spring 2 half term theme is: Ancient Greece
Year and Classes: 4SP and 4AK
Information for parents/carers: Each week your child will be expected to pick one challenge from the three given in each subject area below. Over the course of this
half term, your child will be expected to have completed four challenges altogether and these must be one from each subject area. Each week homework books will be
expected in school on Wednesday morning and they will be marked and returned on Friday. If your child forgets their book or is absent the book will be marked the
following Wednesday. If you have any questions regarding the homework, please speak to your child’s class teacher for further information and support. Thank you.
Subject
English:

Challenge 1
Find an example of a Greek myth and
write a summary in 100 words.

Challenge 2
Find a Greek myth and choose two of the
characters to write character descriptions on. Use
similes, adjectives, expanded noun phrases to add
detail.

Challenge 3
Choose a Greek myth and re-write it in your own
words- write in paragraphs and choose a variety of
interesting fronted adverbials and expanded noun
phrases.

Maths:

Choose 2 days in the week and create a
time line of your days. Write the time
down to the nearest minute with the
activity you are doing e.g. 7.36am –wake
up, 7.42am brushing teeth. Describe what
the similarities and differences are
between the two days.

Calculate the perimeter of rectilinear shapes –
Draw 5 different rectilinear shapes of your choice
using a rule for accurate measurements. Calculate
the perimeter of each shape. Challenge yourself by
working out the Area of each shape.

Science:

Create a 3D model of a percussion
instrument. Explain how it makes a sound.

Find out how sound travels. Write an explanation of
what you found out.

Investigate the pitch and tone of sound using a range
of objects. Write up your findings and draw a diagram
to illustrate this.

History/
Geography:

Make a Spartan helmet or design a shield.
Explain the steps you went through to
create it.

Write an information leaflet about Ancient Greece,
its people and culture.

Make a travel brochure about Greece today:
Where would you travel to? Where would you stay?
What could you do while you were there? Who would
you recommend to visit? Use pictures with lots of
facts and information.

